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Abstract 
A ring R is called right almost JGP-injective or right AJGP-injective for short, if for any 0≠a∈J(R), there 
exist a positive integer n such that an≠0 and  R an  is a direct summand of lr(an).  A right R-module M is  
called right JGP-injective if for any  0≠a∈J(R), there exists a positive integer n such that an≠0 and any R-
homomorphism from anR to M extends to a homomorphism of R to M. In this Article, we investigate the 
properties of right AJGP-injective rings, and characterize semiprimitive rings by AJGP-injective rings 
and JGP-injective modules. 
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In this paper, we generalize the concepts of right AGPinjective rings and right JGP-injective rings to 
right almost JGP-injective rings (or right AJGP-injective rings for short), some interesting properties of 
right AJGP-injective rings are obtained. Moreover, we definite the concept of JGP-injective modules, and 
semiprimitive rings are characterized by AJGP-injective rings and JGP-injective modules. Concepts not 
explained can be found in papers [1-11]. 
Definition 1.  A ring R is called right almost JGP-injective or right AJGP-injective for short, if for any 
)(0 RJa∈≠ , there exist a positive integer n such that 0≠na  and nRa   is a direct summand of  
)( nalr .a module RM  is called minimal C2 if every minimal submodule that is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of M is itself a direct summand, and we call a ring R right minimal C2 if RR  is minimal C2. 
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Theorem 2.  If R is a right AJGP-injective ring. Then 
(1) J(R) ⊆  Zr. 
(2) R is right minimal C2. 
(3) S r ⊆  r(J(R)). 
Proof.  
(1). Let a ∈  J(R), we will show that rZa∈ . If not, then, there is )(0 RJb∈≠  such that r(a) I
bR = 0. Clearly, ab≠  0. Since R is right AJGP-injective, there is a positive integer n and a left ideal X 
such that 0)( ≠nab  and XabRablr nn ⊕= )())(( . Let 1)(,)( −== nn abbtabs . If )(srx∈ , 
then ∈− xab n 1)(  r(ab) = r(b), so 0)( 1 == − xabbtx n , i.e, )(trx∈ . This follows that r(s) = r(t). 
Now since t ∈ lr(t) = lr(s) = Rs ⊕ X, so t = us + y = uat + y for some Ru∈  and Xy∈ . Note that 1
- ua is invertible for  a ∈  J(R), so Xt∈  and whence 0=∩∈= XRsats . A contradiction. 
(2) Let I be a minimal right ideal of R with eRI ≅ , where ee =2 . Then I = aR for some ∈a  R 
such that a = ae and r(e) is a maximal right ideal. If 0)( 2 ≠aR , then exists aRk ∈  such that 
0≠kaR . Since aR is minimal, aRkaR = . Thus k = k f  for some aRf ∈≠0 , this shows that 
)(2 krff aR∈− . But aRkraR ≠)(  because 0≠kf , and note that aR is simple, we have 
0)( =kraR , and so ff =2  and aR = fR is a summand of RR . If 0)( 2 ≠aR , then )(RJa∈ . Since 
R is right AJGP-injective, there exist a positive integer n and a left ideal naX  such that 0≠na  and  
na
nn XRaalr ⊕=)( . Noting that eaa nn =≠0  and )(er is a maximal right ideal, we have 
)()( erar n = , and so nann XRaalrelrRel ⊕===−= )()())1((Re  . Write xbae n += , 
where naXxRb ∈∈ , , then axabaaea n +== , so nannnn XRabaaa ∩∈− =0, and hence 
nnn baaa = . Let bag n= , then 02 ≠= gg  and gRRaaR n == . Thus, gRaRI ==  is a 
direct summand of RR .  
(3) Let RtR ⊆  be simple. Suppose 0≠jt  for some )(RJj∈ . Then )()( trjtr = . Since R is 
right AJGP-injective, there exist a positive integer n and a left ideal X such that 0)( ≠njt  and  
XjtRjtlr nn ⊕= )())(( . Note that )())(( trjtr n = , we have xjtat n += )( ，where Ra∈  and 
Xx∈ . Then xtjjta n =− − ))(1( 1 , so Xxjjta n ∈− −− 11 ))(1( . It follows that 
XjtRjt nn ∩∈ )()( , and then 0)( =njt , a contradition. _Corollary 3  Let R be a semiperfect and 
right AJGP-injective ring. Then lr SS ⊆ and )(RJZZ rl =⊆ .  
Proof. Since R is semiperfect, it is semilocal and semiregular. So r(J(R)) = S l by [1,Proposition 15.17], 
and )(RJZZ rl ⊆+  by [9, Theorem B.58 and Theorem B.59]. So the result follows from Theorem 2. 
Corollary 4   If R is a right AJGP-injective and right GC2 ring, then rZRJ =)( . In particular, if R is a 
right AJGP-injective left Kasch ring, then rZRJ =)( .Proof. Since R is right GC2, by [8, Proposition 
2.6], rZRJ ⊇)( . Since R is right AJGP-injective,by Theorem 2, rZRJ ⊆)(  . So rZRJ =)( .  If R
is a left Kasch ring, then by [7,Proposition 1.46], R is right C2, and hence right GC2, so the last assertion 
follows. Theorem 5  Let R be a left noetherian and right AJGP-injective ring. Then J(R) is nilpotent and 
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r(J(R)) is essential both as a left and right ideal. Proof. Let J = J(R). First we prove that R
ess RJr ⊆)( . 
Let Rx∈≠0 . Since R is left noetherian, the non-empty set 0,:))(({ >∈= kRaxalF k  such that 
}0)( ≠kxa   has a maximal element, say ))(( nxyl . 
We claim that 0)( =nxyJ  = 0. If not, then there exists Jt∈  such that .0)( ≠nxyt  Since R is 
right AJGP-injective and Jxyt n ∈)( , there exists a positive integer m and a left ideal X such that 
0))(( ≠mnxyt  and .))(()))((( XxytRxytlr mnmn ⊕=  Write nmn xysxyt )())(( = , where 
Jtxyts mn ∈= −1))(( . We proceed with the following two cases. 
Case 1. ).)(())(( nn xysrxyr =  Then XxyRsxyslrxylrxy nnnn ⊕==∈ )())(())(()( , and 
hence zxycsxy nn += )()(  for some Rc∈  and Xz∈ , i.e., zxycs n =− ))(1( . Since 
csJs −∈ 1,  is invertible, we have XxyRsxys nn ∩∈ )()( , and thus 0)( =nxys . This is a 
contradiction. 
Case 2. ).)(())(( nn xysrxyr ≠ Then there exists ))(( nxysru∈  but ))(( nxyru∉ . Thus, 
0)( =uxys n  and 0)( ≠uxy n . It shows that ))(( uxyls n∈  and Fuxyl n ∈))(( . Noting that 
))(( nxyls∉ , so the inclusion ))(())(( uxylxyl nn ⊂  is strict. This contracts the maximality of 
))(( nxyl  in F. 
Thus we have proved that 0)( =nxyJ , and so )()(0 JrxRxy n ∩∈≠ . Therefore, )(Jr  is an 
essential right ideal of R. Next we prove that J is nilpotent. Since R is left noetherian, there exists k > 0 
such that )()( nkk JrJr +=  for all n > 0. Suppose J is not nilpotent. Then 0≠kJ  and so 
)(/ kR JrRM = is a nonzero left R-module. Since R is left noetherian, the set }0:)({ MmmlR ∈≠  
has a maximal element, )( 1mlR  say. Write )(1
kJrxm += , where Rx∈ . Then 0≠xJ k . Since 
)()( 2kk JrJr = , ).( kk JrxJ ⊄  So, there exists kJb∈  such that )( kJrbx∉ . Since 
0)(,)( ≠∩⊆ kRess JrbxRRJr , so we have )(0 kJrbxa∈≠  for some Ra∈ . Let 
)(2
kJrxam += . Then 02≠m  and )( 2mlb R∈ , but )( 1mlb R∉ . So, the inclusion 
)()( 21 mlml RR ⊂  is proper. This contradicts the choice of 1m . 
Finally, for any Rx∈≠0 , we have 0=Jx , or 0≠xJ n  and 01 =+ xJ n  for some n > 0. This 
follows that 0)( ≠∩ JrRx . So r(J) is an essential left ideal of R.  
Corollary 6  Let R be a left noetherian right JGP-injective ring. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) R is right Kasch. 
(2) R is left C2. 
(3) R is left GC2. 
(4) R is semilocal . 
(5) R is left artinian. 
Proof. (1)⇒  (2). By [9, Proposition 1.46]. 
(2) ⇒  (3) is obvious. 
(3) ⇒  (4). Since left noetherian ring is left finite dimensional, and left finite dimensional left GC2 ring is 
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semilocal [11, Corollary 2.5], so (4) follows from (3). 
(4) ⇒  (5). Since R is left noetherian right AJGP-injective, By Theorem 5, J is nilpotent. Hence R is left 
noetherian and semiprimary by hypothesis. And therefore R is left artinian. 
(5) ⇒  (1). Since R is right JGP-injective, by [11, Proposition 3.4], R is right mininjective. Then R is 
semiperfect right mininjective ring and R
ess
r RS ⊆ , and so R is a right minfull ring. By [9, Theorem 
3.12], R is right Kasch.  
Definition 7  A right R-module M is called right JGP-injective if for any )(0 RJa∈≠ , there exists a 
positive integer n such that 0≠na  and any R-homomorphism from Ra n  to M extends to a 
homomorphism of R to M. 
Theorem 8. The following conditions are equivalent for a module RM : 
(1) RM  is JGP-injective. 
(2)  For any )(0 RJa∈≠ , there exists n > 0 such that  0≠na  and nnRM Maarl =)( . 
Proof. Trivial. 
We call an element Rx∈  right generalized π -regular if there exists a positive integer n such that 
nn xyxx =  for some Ry∈ . Let S be a subset of R. Then S is called regular if every element in S is 
regular. S is called right generalizedπ -regular if every element in S is right generalized π -regular. It is 
easy to see that an element )(RJa∈  is regular if and only if a = 0, and so a subset S of J(R) is regular if 
and only if S = 0. We call a ring R right JPP, if every right principal ideal contained in J(R) is projective. 
Lemma 9  Let R be a ring and Ra∈ . If nn araa −  is regular for some positive integer n and 
Ra∈ , then there exists Ry∈  such that nn ayaa = , whence a is right generalized 
π -regular. 
Proof. Let nn araad −= . Since d is regular, d = dud for some Ru∈ . Hence 
nnnnnnnnnnnn ayaaraaaruraaaaraaraauaraaarada =+−−=+−−=+= − )1()()()( 1
, where raruraay nn +−−= − )1()( 1 . 
Lemma 10  Let R be a ring and I an ideal of R. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(1)  I  is regular. 
(2)  }0:{)( 2 =∈= aIaIN is regular and  I is right generalized π -regular. 
Proof. (1) ⇒  (2) is clear. 
(2) ⇒  (1). Let Ia∈ . Since  I is right generalized π -regular, there exist a positive integer n 
and an element r in R such that nn araa = . Next we shall show that a is regular. In fact, if n = 1, we are 
done. Let n > 1. Put 11 −− −= nn araad , then 0, =∈ daId , and so 0)( 112 =−= −− nn araadd . 
Since )(IN  is regular, d is regular. Hence 11
1 −− = nn aaya  for some Ry ∈1  by Lemma 9 . If 
11 >−n , then there exists Ry ∈2  such that 212 −− = nn aaya  by the preceding proof. Continuous in 
this way, we will get Rb∈  such that a = aba, i.e., a is regular. 
Corollary 11  Let R be a ring. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) R is semiprimitive. 
(2) 0}0:{)( 2 ==∈= aJaJN  and J is right generalized π -regular. 
Theorem 12  The following are equivalent for a ring R. 
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(1) R is semiprimitive. 
(2) R is right JPP and right AJGP-injective. 
(3) Every principally right ideal of R is JGP-injective. 
(4) Every principally right ideal of R is JGP-injective. 
Proof. (1) ⇒  (2), (3) and (3) ⇒  (4) are obvious. 
(2) ⇒  (1). Suppose R is right JPP and right AJGP-injective. If 0)( ≠RJ . Then for any 
)(0 RJa∈≠ , by the right AJGP-injectivity of R, there exist a positive integer n and a left ideal naX  
such that 0≠na  and nann XRaalr ⊕=)( . By the projectivity of Ra n , there exists Ree ∈=2  
such that eRar n =)( . Then we have nann XRaalreRleR ⊕===− )()()1(  and so 
xbae n +=−1  for some Rb∈  and naXx∈  . Thus, xabaaeaa nnnnn +=−= )1( , this 
follows that nnn baaa = . So Ra n  is a direct summand of R. But Ra n  is small in R, so 0=na , a 
contradiction. 
(4) ) ⇒  (1). Let )(RJa∈ . Write M = aR. Since M is JGP-injective, by Theorem 8, there exists a 
positive integer n such that nnRM Maarl =)( , so nnn baaa =  for some Rb∈ . Hence, J is right 
generalized π -regular. Next we prove that N(J)=0. If not, Let )(0 JNb∈≠ . Since bR is JGP-
injective, any homomorphism from bR to bR extends to one from RR  to bR. Thus bR is a direct 
summand of RR , and so b = 0 since )(RJb∈ , a contradiction. So N(J)=0. Therefore, R is 
semiprimitive by Corollary 11. 
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